
Notes and articles  

 

*Pragmatic view to peaceful coexistence*  

 

Some among us want the world to change for them without them changing even an iota. This has 

not worked for 70 years and will not work in future too. If we travel same beaten path any number 

of times the results will be no different. In my opinion it is time to do what works for us than what 

could be technically correct position. Whenever hard questions are asked, most of us will get down 

to theoretical arguments holding everyone wrong. Agreed everyone else is wrong. But what is the 

way out? I fully appreciate what is mentioned. The situation is definitely grave. Hope we realise what 

could work for us than what could please us. Even if in this hour of crisis we can not adopt a 

workable approach and look for the same beaten paths, it will be very unfortunate. 

 

    We must analyse the implications of any statements by any OIC or Arab country 

    1. Whatever effect the statements of these countries had to have on indian government. It is 

already there.  

    2. Our gain is paltry by these statements and loss is heavy in terms of how these are taken by the 

majority community here? 

    3. By giving lesson to them to protect their minorities, are we not giving lesson back home? 

    4. Using this opportunity are we not putting on record the divisive and discriminatory agenda and 

relentless targeting by media? 

    5. By adding the line of good work of police, are we not putting on record of the fake news, 

impersonation and discrimination?  

    6. If we disapprove the statements of muslim countries, how are they at loss but we are at great 

loss by keeping mum?  

    7. Shall we not be questioned tomorrow for our keeping mum and in a way endorsing the 

impression that all muslims are alike, no Indian or turkish muslims, its Ummah mindset. And majority 

perception of this Ummah thing is so dangerous, I will take a separate page to describe? 

    8. No muslim country or all put together can do anything against india. In fact they are going to 

depend more on india. We have seen the results of their stand on Kashmir? Don’t expect this 

Ummah thing to do anything beyond? 

    9. Are we not to care the well-being of Indian muslims if so we must know what can create 

positivity and confidence among fellow citizens? 

    10. Many of us may not be aware what is the level of anger among Hindus against us. By our this 

statement will it reduce anger and enmity and help the Indian muslims or other way round? 

    11. Will any of the muslim countries are to be deterred by our this statements or the weight of 

their future statements reduced ? 

    12. Are we not making the record straight. And are we not strengthening the well meaning non 

muslims to come forward and have strong basis to support us? 

 

   Are we to go by implications of our actions and delivery or by dialogue? I think in my 

understanding such are the occasions to make maximum out for the community and not go by 

traditional thinking and usual rhetoric? If an iota of political wisdom calls the need for otherwise, I 

will withdraw my statement about other countries to keep away from India's internal matters?   
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